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Welp, there you go. Everything you ever needed to know about me. I think. Thanks voters!
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:D

We've got one more filler week and the second choice so far is a
sneak peek of the next chapter. We'll see what happens.

(I'm combining CF and Tapastic votes, but if they really diverge there might be two thing-a-
doos next week!)

<- For those just bopping in, there's also a (spoilerific) look at an earlier sketch of the last
page of Chapter 3! It's different!

You don't need a membership to post a comment!

w00t, Wreck-It Ralph! w00t, Marvel! w00t, Frankenstein! w00t,
Cyrano de Begerac! (I'm a fan of the play myself, though like you
I've probably only read the book version) Also it's not the first time
you show up in drawn form around here.

Actually, it was the play! And (I know this won't be too impressive
to you lol) but I read some of it in the original French! I wish I could
have read it all in French, because it's clear there's a ton of clever
stuff that just doesn't translate.

Yes! My hair was much shorter then. It's really time for a chop.

Even funnier is that in the series of books I want to write - but never
find the time to - there's a character, an old scientist, whose name is
Charles Cyrano. Yes, he has a nose longer than normal (just a
coincidence, though). But he might not be as quick-witted as good
ol' Cyrano de Bergerac when it comes to self-deprecation.

Aw! X3 This is so cute! I love a little peek into the life of Roux!

...What's on your shirt in that last picture? o.o *Squints...*
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I think it's a lil' white fox!

It's a WOLF! One of my fave shirts. <3

Yusss! <3 Wolves FTW!

Always nice to have a person behind the pictures! :)

By the way, your voting link doesn't work. I think you need to take
the "safe" part out of the url.
(http://topwebcomics.com/vote/15557/default.aspx instead of
http://safe.topwebcomics.com/vote/15557/default.aspx)

Euuuughhh the safe is supposed to filter out NSFW stuff when you
go the site. Have they ditched that? I'll be annoyed.

Thanks for letting me know!
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Oh man, good luck with those chickens. We've had some at my house for a few years now
and they're... high-maintenance.

Also, hey, I was actually in a performance of Cyrano once!! I played the drunk guy, naturally.

I have held a chicken in my lap exactly once but it was for a very
extended period of time. Other than that I have no chicken
experience whatsoever and have no clue what I'm getting into, but
I'm willing to put up with a lot as long as the chickens are hilarious
and give me eggs.

That is fantastic, lol. That is so perfect. I need a time machine. Or a recording of this
performance. That might suffice.

I HAVE PICS. I HAVE DRUNKARD TAILY PICS, LET ME SEND
YOU THEM.

I also have chicken stories omg gimme five minutes to whip a PM
together--

OOOO I love 'get to know the artist' things :D ROUX I already
knew you were cool, but this takes the cake!

Chibi-you is terribly adorable, by the way.(You could totally be tall
Nova, I'll be short Nova >>)

You can do the buffer thinggg! :D

:D eeeheehee thank you!! <3

Yes, we'll be Nova twins and take on the world! >:D

Awwww you're adorable! 
Don't worry Lewis, We're both Brits (i think). I feel ya. Apparently,
it's cool.
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:3 He's so cute, lol, he can't even fake an American accent.

You are both adorable, and my wife and I would totally enjoy
hanging out with you both if we lived remotely near each other!

*gasp* I think we actually might! >.> That would be so cool!

Wreck it Ralph and Cyrano de Bergerac? That's diversity of interest
for sure. A+.

Thanks for sharing. It really makes the reader-author relationship all
that much stronger.

:D Yeah I like some weirdly different stuff. If you haven't seen
"Night of the Hunter" it's... extremely different from either of those,
but a fantastic film!

I'm glad folks liked it! I didn't want to go on about myself too much
or be boring hehe.

You don't need a lot of land for chickens! I've got four in my back
yard (and it's not huge).
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Ooh that's awesome! Yeah, I've even heard about people in cities
keeping chickens! We want some space, though. And maybe some
bees. And goats. >.> lol

And.....chickens!

Aww, you and your hubby are so cute! ^^ I hope you get your
farmland some day! :D

:D Thanks! <3

So Loup is based on your husband...

Did you meet him when you needed a dress and accidentally blew
up his shop?

;-)

Our meeting was decisively boring and unromantic. But I guess it
put us on the right track hehe. XD
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My mom has a bunch of chickens..she lives in Vegas. >.> So she had
to set up a sprinkler system to keep them cool. I think chickens are
fairly easy to raise, as long as they don't get attached to the eggs.

Vegas chickensssss does she pull a lever and get a flood of eggs if
she gets three eggs?? That's how everything in Vegas works right?
RIGHT?

This really made me smile today. It's so nice to get to know who's
behind a comic that I like.

I live in Canada, so acreage life is not too hard to attain.

Thanks, Skweee! :D

It's not impossible to find land where I am... actually you can get it
pretty cheap, and not too far from the city. We just need to find the
right land with the right house on it...

Well, it's certainly nice to meet you, Ms. Roux. Hehe, I thought the
book was gonna be The Scarlett Letter. I almost got excited. ;) 
Oh cool. You married an Englishman. Very classy. :3 I wonder how
much different he and Loup are. :P
Yay! I'm a Christian too!! ^_^

:D Yay! Hehe, well the Scarlet Pimpernel is fantastic! It's an
adventure/mystery exciting book, and it's also historical fiction!

Yeah, he's pretty adorable. He can be a lot like Elgin too sometimes,
though, I so I dunno haha... XD

Yay! God bless, brother!
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I DIDN'T KNOW YOU WERE A CHRISTIAN!!!

*hugs* Yay! A sister in Christ with an awesome webcomic! ^-^

Yaaay! Always good to find a sister online. <3*hugs!!!*
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